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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an HMM-based speech synthesis system
(HTS), in which speech waveform is generated from HMMs them-
selves, and applies it to English speech synthesis using the general
speech synthesis architecture of Festival. Similarly to other data-
driven speech synthesis approaches, HTS has a compact language
dependent module: a list of contextual factors. Thus, it could eas-
ily be extended to other languages, though the first version of HTS
was implemented for Japanese. The resulting run-time engine of
HTS has the advantage of being small: less than 1 M bytes, exclud-
ing text analysis part. Furthermore, HTS can easily change voice
characteristics of synthesized speech by using a speaker adaptation
technique developed for speech recognition. The relation between
the HMM-based approach and other unit selection approaches is
also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although many speech synthesis systems can synthesize high qual-
ity speech, they still cannot synthesize speech with various voice
characteristics such as speaker individualities, speaking styles, emo-
tions, etc. To obtain various voice characteristics in speech synthe-
sis systems based on the selection and concatenation of acoustical
units, a large amount of speech data is necessary. However, it is
difficult to collect store such speech data. In order to construct
speech synthesis systems which can generate various voice charac-
teristics, the HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS) [1] was
proposed.

Figure 1 shows the system overview. In the training part, spec-
trum and excitation parameters are extracted from speech database
and modeled by context dependent HMMs. In the synthesis part,
context dependent HMMs are concatenated according to the text
to be synthesized. Then spectrum and excitation parameters are
generated from the HMM by using a speech parameter genera-
tion algorithm [2]. Finally, the excitation generation module and
synthesis filter module synthesize speech waveform using the gen-
erated excitation and spectrum parameters. The attraction of this
approach is in that voice characteristics of synthesized speech can
easily be changed by transforming HMM parameters. In fact, it
is shown that we can change voice characteristics of synthesized
speech by applying a speaker adaptation technique [3], a speaker
interpolation technique [4], or an eigenvoice technique [5].

In this paper, we applies HTS to English speech synthesis us-
ing the general speech synthesis architecture Festival [6]. Simi-
larly to other data-driven speech synthesis approaches, HTS has a
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Fig. 1. HMM-based speech synthesis system.

compact language dependent module: a list of contextual factors,
which can be extracted through Festival (they are called “features”
in Festival framework). Thus, HTS could easily be extended to
other languages, though the first version of HTS was implemented
for Japanese. The resulting run-time core engine of HTS has the
advantage of being small: less than 1 M bytes, excluding text anal-
ysis part, and runs ten times faster than real time on a P4 machine.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sum-
marizes the previously proposed HMM-based speech synthesis sys-
tem (HTS). Section 3 describes the language-dependent part of
HTS and specifications of the resulting run-time engine, which
was trained by using Festival architecture and plugged into Fes-
tival. The relation between HTS and other unit selection speech
synthesis approaches is discussed in Section 4, and concluding
remarks and our plans for future work are presented in the final
section.

2. HMM-BASED SPEECH SYNTHESIS SYSTEM

2.1. Training Part

In HTS, output vector of HMM consists of spectrum part and ex-
citation part. In this work, the spectrum part consists of mel-
cepstral coefficient vector including the zeroth coefficients, their



delta and delta-delta coefficients. On the other hand, the excita-
tion part consists of log fundamental frequency (log F0), its delta
and delta-delta coefficients. HMMs have state duration densities to
model the temporal structure of speech. As a result, HTS models
not only spectrum parameter but also F0 and duration in a uni-
fied framework of HMM. It is noted that it does not require label
boundaries for training when an appropriate initial HMM set is
available because all parameters of HMMs are determined auto-
matically through the embedded training of HMMs.

Spectrum modeling

To control the synthesis filter by HMM, its system function should
be defined by the output vector of HMM, i.e., mel-cepstral coef-
ficients. Thus we use a mel-cepstral analysis technique [7] which
enables speech to be re-synthesized directly from the mel-cepstral
coefficients using the MLSA (Mel Log Spectrum Approximation)
filter [7]1.

F0 modeling

The observation sequence of fundamental frequency (F0) is com-
posed of one-dimensional continuous values and discrete symbol
which represents “unvoiced”. Therefore the conventional discrete
or continuous HMMs can not be applied to F0 pattern modeling.
To model such observation sequences, we have proposed a new
kind of HMM based on multi-space probability distribution (MSD-
HMM) [9]. The MSD-HMM includes discrete HMM and contin-
uous mixture HMM as special cases, and further can model the
sequence of observation vectors with variable dimensionality in-
cluding zero-dimensional observations, i.e., discrete symbols. As
a result, MSD-HMM can model F0 patterns without heuristic as-
sumption.

Duration modeling

State durations of each HMM are modeled by a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution [10]. The dimensionality of state duration density
of an HMM is equal to the number of states in the HMM, and the
n-th dimension of state duration densities is corresponding to the
n-th state of HMMs 2.

Decision-tree based context clustering

There are many contextual factors (e.g., phone identity factors,
stress-related factors, locational factors) that affect spectrum, F0

pattern and duration. To capture these effects, we use context-
dependent HMMs. However, as contextual factors increase, their
combinations also increase exponentially. Therefore, model pa-
rameters cannot be estimated accurately with limited training data.
Furthermore, it is impossible to prepare speech database which in-
cludes all combinations of contextual factors. To overcome this
problem, a decision-tree based context clustering technique [11,
12] is applied to distributions for spectrum, F0 and state duration
in the same manner as HMM-based speech recognition.

The decision-tree based context clustering algorithm have been
extended for MSD-HMMs in [13]. Since each of spectrum, F0

and duration has its own influential contextual factors, they are
clustered independently (Fig.2). State durations of each HMM
are modeled by a n-dimensional Gaussian, and context-dependent
n-dimensional Gaussians are clustered by a decision tree. Note
that spectrum part and F0 part of state output vector are modeled

1The source codes of the mel-cepstrum based vocoding technique can
be found in Speech Signal Processing Toolkit (SPTK) [8].

2In HTS, left-to-right model with no skip is used.
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Fig. 2. Decision trees for context clustering.

by multivariate Gaussian distributions and multi-space probability
distributions, respectively.

Software

The training part of HTS was implemented as a modified version
of HTK [14] together with SPTK [8]. Modifications which we
made to HTK are listed below:

1. Context clustering based on MDL criterion (instead of ML
one)

2. Stream-dependent context clustering

3. Multi-space probability distribution [9] as state output proba-
bility

4. State duration modeling

2.2. Synthesis part

In the synthesis part of HTS, first, an arbitrarily given text to be
synthesized is converted to a context-based label sequence. Sec-
ond, according to the label sequence, a sentence HMM is con-
structed by concatenating context dependent HMMs. State dura-
tions of the sentence HMM are determined so as to maximize the
output probability of state durations [10], and then a sequence of
mel-cepstral coefficients and log F0 values including voiced / un-
voiced decisions is determined in such a way that its output proba-
bility for the HMM is maximized using the speech parameter gen-
eration algorithm (Case 1 in [2]). The main feature of the system
is the use of dynamic feature: by inclusion of dynamic coefficients
in the feature vector, the speech parameter sequence generated in
synthesis is constrained to be realistic, as defined by the statistical
parameters of the HMMs. Finally, speech waveform is synthesized
directly from the generated mel-cepstral coefficients and F0 values
by using the MLSA filter. Although a mixed excitation technique
for HTS was developed in [15], the traditional excitation model
was used in this work.

3. HTS IMPLEMENTATION ON FESTIVAL
ARCHITECTURE

We used 524 sentences from CMU Communicator database3 for
training. Speech signal was sampled at 16 kHz, windowed by a

3It can be found at http://festvox.org/dbs/dbs com.html.



Table 1. Binary file size of HTS run-time engine.

module size

spectrum 102 kbyte
decision tree F0 156 kbyte

duration 116 kbyte
spectrum 457 kbyte

distribution F0 81 kbyte
duration 39 kbyte

converter 3 kbyte
synthesizer 34 kbyte

total 988 kbyte

25-ms Blackman window with a 5-ms shift, and then mel-cepstral
coefficients were obtained by the mel-cepstral analysis technique.
We used 5-state left-to-right HMMs with single diagonal Gaus-
sian output distributions. Note that each context dependent HMM
corresponds to a phoneme-sized speech unit.

In this work, the following contextual factors are taken into
account for English:
• phoneme:

- {preceding, current, succeeding} phoneme
- position of current phoneme in current syllable

• syllable:

- number of phonemes at {preceding, current, succeeding} syllable
- accent of {preceding, current, succeeding} syllable
- stress of {preceding, current, succeeding} syllable
- position of current syllable in current word
- number of {preceding, succeeding} stressed syllables in current

phrase
- number of {preceding, succeeding} accented syllables in current

phrase
- number of syllables {from previous, to next} stressed syllable
- number of syllables {from previous, to next} accented syllable
- vowel within current syllable

• word:
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Fig. 3. Unit selection scheme.

- guess at part of speech of {preceding, current, succeeding} word
- number of syllables in {preceding, current, succeeding} word
- position of current word in current phrase
- number of {preceding, succeeding} content words in current phrase
- number of words {from previous, to next} content word

• phrase:

- number of syllables in {preceding, current, succeeding} phrase
- position in major phrase
- ToBI endtone of current phrase

• utterance:

- number of syllables in current utterance

These factors are extracted from utterances using feature ex-
traction functions of Festival speech synthesis system.

The whole system was trained in a few hours, and the resultant
trees for spectrum models, F0 models and state duration models
had 781, 1733 and 1018 leaves in total, respectively. The run-time
core engine consists of 8 modules, decision trees for spectrum, F0

and duration, distributions of spectrum, F0 and duration, a con-
verter which converts features extracted by Festival into a con-
text dependent label sequence, and a synthesizer which generates
waveform for given label sequence. The binary file size of each
module is shown in Table 1. Without specific efforts to compress
the file size, it is already small enough for small devices such as
PDAs. It was also confirmed that the core engine of HTS runs
about ten times faster than real time on a P4 machine.

By listening synthesized speech samples at

http://kt-lab.ics.nitech.ac.jp/˜zen/sound/

it could be confirmed that the prosody is fairly natural. HTS
could be used also for a prosody predictor in unit selection based
speech synthesis systems.

4. DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the widely-used unit selection scheme [16]. In
the unit selection scheme, by using the target cost and the con-
catenation cost, speech units are selected from the whole speech

Target cost

Concatenation cost

Fig. 4. Clustering-based unit selection scheme.



database, and concatenated in run-time. In this scheme, we have
to define a heuristic distance between contexts to measure the tar-
get cost. To avoid this, a clustering-based scheme was also devel-
oped [17]. This approach clusters contexts in advance, and selects
each unit from a cluster. To cluster speech units, some systems use
the HMM-based clustering technique, e.g., [18], [19]. In this case,
the structure is very similar to the HTS approach. The essential
difference between the HMM-based unit selection approach and
the HTS approach is in that each cluster is represented by multi-
template or statistics of the cluster. It is noted that the concatena-
tion cost corresponds to the output probability of dynamic feature
parameter in the HTS approach.

Table 2 compares these two approaches. In the unit selection
approach, the generated speech has a high quality at waveform
level, especially in limited domain speech synthesis because it con-
catenates speech waveforms directly. Although unit selection ap-
proach sometimes gives excellent results, it sometimes gives very
bad ones too. On the other hand, in the HTS approach, it has a
quality of “vocoded speech” but sounds smooth and stable. Fur-
thermore, it has the advantages of being small and making it pos-
sible to change voice characteristics easily by applying a speaker
adaptation technique used in speech recognition. In summary, each
approach has its own advantages and disadvantages.

5. CONCLUSION

We have applied an HMM-based speech synthesis system (HTS)
to English speech synthesis using Festival framework. The result-
ing run-time engine of HTS is very small: less than 1 M bytes.
Furthermore, HTS can easily change voice characteristics of syn-
thesized speech by using a speaker adaptation technique developed
for speech recognition. Although synthesized speech has a typical
quality of “vocoded speech,” it has been shown in [15] that the
mixed excitation model based on MELP speech coder [20] and
postfiltering can improve the speech quality significantly.

In the near future, the suite of programs, scripts and documen-
tation for training HMMs for HTS run-time engine and run-time
plugin module for Festival will be released as a free software.
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